Introduction
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) is a comprehensive approach for creating, maintaining and expanding customer relationships (Anderson & Kerr, 2002) . The definition tells that CRM has to be a comprehensive way of doing business that touches all areas and does not belong to one department of an organization, such IT, Marketing or Sales. CRM is also a way of thinking and dealing with different aspects of relationship with customers and involves having a clear strategy and plan. In modern economy that relationship between a company and customer has various forms, from personal to completely virtual contacts with frequent customers who have never spoken to anyone from the company. Therefore, CRM also takes care about creating the idea and strategy of high touch in a high tech environment. Technology must not stay on the way of applying CRM strategy and must not be confused with it.
There are a number of important CRM questions and problems and the most common are:  customer acquisition (problem of attracting new customers);  customer retention (problem of preventing attrition of existing customers, especially the most profitable ones);  cross-sell and up-sell (problem of making existing customers more profitable);  risk approval and underwriting tools (problem of avoiding high-risk customers);  lifetime value modelling (problem of recognizing new profitable customers);  improved targeting and campaign response rates (problem of expense reduction and increasing sales and revenues);  customer segmentation (problem of profiling customer database), etc.
Customers want to do business with organizations that know them, that understand what they want and need, and that continue to fill those needs (Anderson & Kerr, 2002) in changing environment. Modern companies collect various data about their customers, but these data rarely answer the direct questions such as "what will each of our customers need in the next future?" or "which are the product attributes that satisfy his/her needs in the way that results in product purchase?". The way to answer such questions is deep diving into available data, with strong understanding what the analyst is searching for, which
Methodology
The chapter presents dual approach to the problem of offering the single product to the right customer at the right time and through the right channel, instead of trying to model the next best offer generally. The duality of the approach lies in the combination of product and customer perspective, as well as in the combination of classical statistical methods and modern methodologies. The model for the probabilities of buying the single product was built as the logistic regression model and interpreted as the single product demand curve. The model for customer clustering according to their channel usage and communication history was built with fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm and interpreted as the natural grouping of the customers that reveals their propensity to buy the product when reached through preferred channel. From the expert systems and knowledge discovery perspective the models are divided into two groups: predictive models and classification models. Regression model is a predictive model which gives the predicted values of the dependent (target) variable as output. Clustering is a classification model, since it gives the group flag or group membership function value to each observation. From the pattern recognition perspective regression model is supervised learning technique, since it uses the dependent variable for solution generation. Clustering is unsupervised learning technique, since it does not use the dependent variable for cluster detection and definition. But, discovered clusters can help in classifying new observations and in that way clustering becomes also predictive model (Cox, 2005) . The flexibility of the final model is achieved in the second iteration, when the membership functions' values from the fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm enter the logistic regression model as additional input variables, improving the predictions of individual probabilities of product purchase. In that way all the information on the individual customer level that is comprised in the clusters' definition also enters the first model. The goal of the fuzzy clustering process is not to obtain another kind of general customer segmentation, but focuses on discovering the clusters according to their channel usage and communication history. In that way the model for the purchase probabilities is influenced by the membership functions that contain the information about communication channel that leads to the purchase. Since the clustering is not crisp, but fuzzy, it provides additional information on the extent to which the customer belongs to each of the channel fuzzy clusters. That information can be monitored over time, helping the company to recognize the changes in customer channel preferences before customer actually fall in another cluster. The combination of the two underlying models can lead to more accurate predictions of sales (product perspective), to more responsive target of customers (marketing perspective), more predictive costs and revenues (budget perspective) and/or to the greater level in satisfying the customers' needs and loyalty (customer perspective). Generally, the dual approach can help the company to develop operationally possible and sustainable models to meet customer needs on time, to dynamically learn about them not only from their purchasing history, but from their feedback to every CRM intervention and still to reach financial and business goals.
Logistic regression analysis
The logistic regression model is a mathematical model used for the categorical data analysis and belongs to the class of generalized linear models (GLM). The class of generalized linear models extends the theory and methods of linear models to data with nonnormal responses.
Differently from other extensions of linear modelling to nonnormal data, which all relied on transformations of the data, generalized linear models apply a transformation to the mean of the data. In that way the systematic component is a linear predictor η=X'β, where η, in contrast to linear models, does not represent the mean function of the data. The transformation called link function g(·) relates that linear predictor to the mean, g(μ)=η. The link function is a monotonic and invertible function, so the mean can be expressed as the inversely linked linear predictor μ=g -1 (η). Generalized linear models allow the data to come from a distribution that is a member of the exponential family of distributions and link function provides a mapping between the linear predictor and the mean of the data.
Suppose x is a vector of independent or explanatory variables and π=p(Y=1|x) is the response probability to be modelled. The linear model is not an appropriate model since the predicted values from a linear model can assume any value and probabilities are by definition bounded between 0 and 1. The other shortcoming of linear probability model is that the relationship between the probability of an outcome and independent variables is usually nonlinear. The one-unit change in an independent variable may have less impact when the probability is near 0 or 1 than when the probability is about 0,5. (Hosmer & Lemeshow, 2000) . The appropriate model is a logistic model, which is based on the logistic function
Equations (2) and (3) show that logistic function has the range of values between 0 and 1, regardless of the value of z (Kleinbaum & Klein, 2010) :
To obtain the logistic model from the logistic function, z is substituted by the expression www.intechopen.com 
and the equation that directly refers to the probability of the outcome is
Equation (5) is logistic regression model and is equivalent to the logit link transformation expressed as natural log of the odds, which is the ratio of the probability of the outcome to the probability of no outcome:
where β 0 is the intercept parameter and β 1 , ..., β k are the slope parameters.
As mentioned earlier, logistic model is used for categorical data analysis, which is concerned with categorical responses, regardless of whether the predictor variables are categorical or continuous. If the set of response consists of only two values, then the response is dichotomous or binary and the appropriate model is binary logistic model. Therefore, the binary logistic regression model characterizes the relationship of several independent variables to a dichotomous dependent variable (Kleinbaum & Klein, 2010) . It uses the categorical and/or continuous input variables to predict the probability of specific outcomes. Since the dependent variable in logistic regression is not continuous, but discrete or categorical, that makes logistic regression very useful in predicting discrete customer's actions such as a response to a buying offer (Parr Rud, 2001) . The logistic regression model provides the estimates that lie in the range between zero and one and an appealing S-shape description of the combined effect of several independent variables (factors) on the probability of the dependent outcome (Kleinbaum & Klein, 2010) . The methods employed in logistic regression analysis follow the same general principles used in linear regression analysis (Hosmer & Lemeshow, 2000) and are out of the scope of this chapter.
Fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm
Cluster analysis is a family of mathematical techniques that find groups of observations with similar characteristics (Parr Rud, 2001 ). The goal of clustering is to divide (in crisp clustering to partition) the input dataset into groups called clusters, according to observed characteristics, in the way that the observations within the same cluster are as much similar to each other as possible, while as much dissimilar to the observations in other clusters.
Classical clustering, also known as hard or crisp clustering assigns each observation to a single cluster, without information how far or near the observation is from all the other possible decisions. Fuzzy clustering, based on the concept of fuzzy membership functions and the fuzzy set theory, allows entities to belong to many clusters with different degrees of membership (Theodoridis & Koutroumbas, 2006 influenced by the expert knowledge. As stated in (Theodoridis & Koutroumbas, 2006) , cluster analysis can be used for both hypothesis testing and prediction based on groups, which are the ideas used in this chapter. In context of the next best offer problem, one of the hypothesis is that the company can predict the individual customer probability of buying the product and the other one is that the company can influence the probability by choosing the most appropriate communication channel. Therefore, the cluster analysis should support the assumption that customers can be successfully clustered according to their purchase behaviour and channel usage, regardless other factors that influence their product demand curve. The clustering algorithm chosen for that purpose is fuzzy c-means clustering (FCM), which is the most known method of fuzzy clustering. Generally, fuzzy clustering of X into p clusters is characterized by p membership functions μ j , where
and
Membership functions are based on a distance function, such that membership degrees express proximities of entities to cluster centres, called cluster prototypes. Fuzzy c-means algorithm, initially proposed by Dunn and generalized by Bezdek (Cox, 2005) , involves two iterative processes: the calculation of cluster centres and the assignment of the observations to these centres using some form of distance. Fuzzy c-means is attempting to minimize a standard loss function
from which two fundamental equations necessary to implement fuzzy c-means are derived.
A new cluster centre value is calculated using the expression (11):
and expression (12) is used to calculate the membership in the j-th cluster:
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The symbols in the equations (10), (11) and (12) 
Next best offer problem in the CRM
In CRM literature and practice there are two well-known problems, oriented primarily to the sales and revenues increase: up-sell and cross-sell. Cross-sell is the event of a current customer buying a different product or service from the same company. Up-sell is the event of a current customer buying more of the same products and services of the company. Both events aim to reach product budget goals and increase the profitability of product lines. In the customer-centric strategy, the optimization of the value of each customer relationship and increase of the customer profitability comes to the first priority. In that situation, companies have to manage their offers more carefully to avoid over-soliciting their existing customers, while at the same time optimizing their product lines goals. Instead of answering the question: "to whom we can offer and sell product X in order to reach the budget?", the company tries to answer more complex and multi-criteria question: "which of my products will the customer need in the next future and how we have to offer it to him/her in order to reach the financial goals?". Therefore, the next best offer problem in CRM is the decision problem of what to offer, when to offer and how to offer to each customer, in order to improve customer retention and loyalty, increase up-sell and cross-sell, reach customer profitability and product lines profitability goals. To cross the way from the next best offer problem to the next best action, companies develop models and integrate expert knowledge with technology. Solving the general problem of the next best offer on the individual level is very challenging, because the complete CRM process does not finish with recognition of the product sequence for each customer. The complete solution should lead to the desired event of product purchase and revenue increase. It means that the company has also to decide which channel, what kind of message, which price and what timing to apply for each customer recognized by the model as the customer with high probability of buying the product. Failure to correctly define the goal can result in wasted money and lost opportunity (Parr Rud, 2001 ). These are the reasons why the company should know well the demand for each of its major products, as well as its dominant customer profile.
Purpose of the model
The main purpose of elaborated hybrid model is recognition of the customers who have high probability of buying the target product if contacted through the preferred channel. The first part is solved by modelling the single product purchase probabilities as the logistic regression curves, getting the independent customers' probabilities for each of the products. The second part is done by customers' clustering into the channels fuzzy clusters, according to their channels' usage data and communication history. The goals of these two models differ substantially, since the goal of the first model is predictive and the goal of the second is descriptive. The goal of the complete dual approach model is predictive.
It is important to note that the purpose of the statistical models in CRM is different from the purpose of CRM campaigns. The goal of a CRM campaign is to change behaviour and reaching an individual who is going to purchase the product anyway is only slightly more effective than reaching an individual who will not purchase despite having received the offer. Building the model which will recognize likely responders to the offer differs from the model which recognizes likely buyers of the product anyway. Therefore, the goal of CRM campaign is reaching individuals who are more likely to purchase because of having been contacted through the right channel. This kind of analysis is known as differential response analysis and compares the results from a treated group with results from a control group. The object of differential response analysis is to find segments with the greatest difference in response between the treated and untreated groups. Dual approach proposed here uses some ideas from differential response analysis, such as the idea of recognizing the customers with higher propensity to purchase if approached through their preferred channel.
General structure of the modelling database
After having defined the goal, the next step in model building is wide data selection and further data preparation. The questions in the process of data selection include, but are not limited to these: what is available in company's data warehouse and data marts, how much data will be enough and how much history is required, what these data must contain for the specific goal and/or problem, how many variables to include into initial database. Patterns in customer behaviour need time to become evident. Data warehouses need to support accurate historical data so that data mining process can pick up these critical trends (Berry & Linoff, 2004) . After the initial data selection, the next step is getting to know the data, by examining distributions, validating initial assumptions, asking a lot of questions and ensuring very good preliminary data analysis before even starting to model. The steps surrounding the model processing can be more critical to the overall success of the project than the technique used to build the model. The organization of the input data here proposed is shown in the Figure 1 .
The first modelling database is constructed by joining together the data from the four separate databases: customer data, product data, customer behaviour about the products data and channel usage data. Each of the input data tables contains the time variable and appropriate primary and foreign key used for joining. Customer data table contains the variables on the customer level and some of them are demographic, socio, economic and financial data. Product data table contains the variables on the each product level, for example the position of the product in the general product scheme of the company, product indicators for the time period such as product price, indicator whether the product was on promotion in that time period, total volume sold in the period, percentages of the volume sold in the regular sale and in the promotion campaigns, total revenues in the time period, etc. Customer behaviour about the products gives customer purchase history for each time period and each product. It contains the indicators whether the purchase of the concrete individual product happened, but also whether the purchase of any product from that product category happened, according to the company's product scheme. Finally, channel usage data is a database that contains channel usage flags for each customer and each time period, number of contacts during the period by the channel, ideally number of purchase events resulting from the contact, total amount of consumption in the time period, etc. ...
EXAMPLE OF INPUT

Fig. 1. Example of input data tables structure and data organization
Depending on the modelled event, these separate databases are joined together and outcome (target or dependent) variable is derived according to the event definition. In this study, the first modelled event is purchase of the chosen single product from the product scheme in the period T and comes in two versions. In the first version it is allowed to use all other data from the period T-1 as the independent input variables, apart from the data about the chosen product. This approach is testing the hypothesis that the probability for the purchase of the chosen product in period T can be derived from the customer's purchase history about other products. In the second version of the same event the history data about the chosen product are also allowed to enter the model as the predictors. This makes sense if the repetitive customer's need is being modelled and that is industrydependent possibility. The second modelled event is purchase of the chosen product from the company's product scheme if customer was contacted in the same period through his/her preferred channel. The information about the preferred channel enters the model either in the form of original variables from channels' usage history or in the form of the fuzzy membership functions obtained from fuzzy clustering of the customer behaviour about channels and about products in the period T-1. One of our hypotheses is that the fuzzy membership functions can be better and more stable choice. The event is defined as the combination of the purchase and the decision of the company to contact the customer through the certain channel. The transformations that add target variable into the database are provided under the section 4. From the definition of the events it is obvious that the modelling database must contain the data from at least three successive time periods. More available history leads to more accurate predictions. After joining input data tables into one modelling database, the process of initial data selection is finished and the process of data quality checks and data preparation process can start.
Data quality and data preparation
Data quality generally refers to the degree of excellence with which the data in the modelling database correctly represent the situation in the core company's information systems for each time period and satisfy relational integrities. The data are of good quality if they are complete, consistent, accurate, time-stamped and industry standard-based. If, in addition to that, the data satisfy special business need, the data are of high quality. For any model development the quality of the input data is crucial. The monitoring of data quality should become the integral part of the modelling processes and can include even development of data quality protocols. The data quality issues differ from the data adequacy for modelling defined event. Even when the initial data selection ensures appropriate variables for modelling target event and when the data are of high quality, further data preparation is needed. The process of data preparation for modelling consists of data cleaning, missing value treatment and imputation, outlier removal and preliminary variable selection. The realization of this process is problem-based and requires the decisions with regard to the modelling purpose for which the data are being prepared.
Data cleaning
Data cleaning, also known as data scrubbing, is a multiple steps process of maintaining the database clean, accurate, consistent and free of errors, mismatched or invalid information. There are various techniques of data cleaning, but generally all of them include following steps: error identification, error reporting, new data values check and data merging. The first step is identification of the errors and their classification into critical and non-critical errors. The critical errors must be fixed, not only because the dirty data can not be used for modelling purposes, but also because the critical errors can not remain in the database due to the regulatory reporting or other industry-dependent reasons. Non-critical errors do not cause operational problems and can be fixed periodically. After the errors were identified, whether using an automated system or a manual system, the errors must be verified. It means that humans need to look at the information and make a judgement whether it is truly an error or not, and whether the classification of the error as critical or non-critical is correct. This step is unavoidable before errors deleting, good data values identification and bad values replacement. After the cleaning process, error check must be repeated in order to verify that in the process of cleaning some new errors did not occur and that all bad data were correctly replaced by good data. The final step is data merging, since the data cleaning never takes place on actual working data in the production environment. What is being cleaned is the generated identical copy of the original dataset, which prevents unrepairable damage or loss of the original data. When audit verifies successful cleaning of the copy, the cleaned data can be used to replace original dataset.
Missing values treatment
Missing data occurs in a data set when at least one observation is missing a value on at least one variable. There are usually discovered during data cleaning process, when basic statistic for each variable is computed, showing the count and percentage of missing versus nonmissing values and zero versus non-zero values. There can be a number of different reasons why the data are missing, from human's errors in entering the data correctly, to the equipment malfunctioning. The important issue on missing values is whether they can be characterized as missing completely at random or missing not at random. Data is missing completely at random when the probability that an observation X i is missing is unrelated to the value of X i or to the value of any other variable, otherwise data is not missing at random. The randomness of missing data is important for the later choice of missing values treatment. Generally, there are two approaches for dealing with missing values: missing value elimination and missing value imputation. The choice of the approach and the method within each approach depends not only on the randomness of the missing data, but also on the initial database size, the minimal number of observations needed for valid analysis of the concrete problem, occurrence of the missing values across all input variables in the dataset. In the elimination approach, if a missing value occurs on any of the variables the entire observation is eliminated. The consequence of this rigid approach is that even a dataset with modest total number of missing values suffers from substantial reduction in size, which can make the sample size insufficient for the later modelling purpose. Still, if data is missing completely at random this approach is the best solution, since the analysis and parameters estimates are unbiased by the absence of the data. When the data is not missing completely at random, exclusion of the incomplete observations leads to biased results. The only way to obtain unbiased parameters estimates is to model missingness and to incorporate that model into the model for estimation. This can be very complex task and belongs more to the research then to the business application field. The missing value imputation is the process of filling in the missing values of a variable, using one of the common imputation methods: substitution with a measure of central tendency, distribution based imputation, tree imputation, regression imputation, imputation using the expectationmaximization algorithm, multiple imputation. Substitution with a measure of central tendency is the simplest method and uses mean, median, midrange or mode value of the variable, estimated by the robust estimators, to substitute missing values. Better solution is distribution based imputation, which seeks to preserve the empirical distribution of the data and replacement values are calculated based on the random percentiles of the variable's distribution. Tree imputation and regression imputation replace missing values with the predicted values obtained from the decision tree and regression model, respectively. The expectation-maximization algorithm and multiple imputation are the finer methods, but based on the same ideas as the regression imputation which is appropriate for the most of the real datasets.
Removal of outliers
Many proposed definitions of outlier share the common idea that outlier is an observation which deviates so much from other observations as to arouse suspicion that it was generated by a different mechanism (Ben-Gal, 2010) . Although outliers are often considered as an error, here we distinguish the errors in the database records elaborated under the data www.intechopen.com Dual Approach to the Modelling Single Product Demand Curves in the Next Best Offer CRM Problem 111 cleaning section from the observations that deviate markedly from other observations in the database. Since the outliers may lead to model misspecification, biased parameter estimates and incorrect results, it is important to identify them prior to analysis and modelling phase. Methods for detecting outliers can be divided into univariate methods, specific for the earlier researches and multivariate methods that belong to more recent works. Another taxonomy is between parametric (statistical) and nonparametric methods that are modelfree. The difference between two is that statistical parametric methods assume a known distribution of the observations, which is often a violated assumption in the real-world data. According to parametric methods, those observations that deviate from the model assumption, such as normal distribution for example, are flagged as outliers. Within the class of non-parametric outlier detection methods there is a set of so called distance-based methods, which are based on local distance measures and can handle large databases. In that respect, outliers are defined as observations whose distance to the location estimate exceeds some multiple of the scale estimate. Location estimate can be, for example mean, median and trimmed mean, while scale estimate can be standard deviation, median absolute deviation, interquartile range or Gini's mean difference. These methods require no prior knowledge of the underlying data distribution and are used in this study. Outliers can be detected for each input variable and the intersection of these sets can be used to determine the final set of the observation considered and removed from the dataset as serious outliers. Although considered as errors, outliers can reveal some key information in the data generation mechanism or underlying behaviour that the analyst tries to model. These worthy case-studies can be afterwards incorporated into the research conclusions, even if the outliers were excluded from the modelling database since they lead the algorithms to incorrect or biased results.
Preliminary analysis and variables selection
Having a cleaned and prepared modelling customer database is still far away from having a problem solution. The preliminary analysis should take a place before modelling phase, since it helps in choosing appropriate methodology, speeds up the learning process and improves final model interpretability. When the modelling problem definition assumes the underlying differences between groups of observation, then canonical discriminant analysis (CDA) can be used as an auxiliary method for testing the separability of the groups. In the problem of predicting the probabilities for single product purchase, built as the binary logistic regression, there are at least two underlying groups of customers: the group of non-buyers and the group of product buyers. Therefore, canonical discriminant analysis can help in testing the separability between these two groups of customers, using different input variables combinations. Canonical discriminant analysis is a multivariate, dimension-reduction statistical technique related to principal component analysis and canonical correlation. It requires a nominal classification variable, for two or more groups of observations and several interval input variables. In our case the classification variable is derived in the way analogue to derivation of the target variable for the logistic regression. All other available interval variables can enter the canonical discriminant analysis, which then derives canonical variables as linear combinations of the interval variables with the scope to obtain the highest possible multiple correlation with the groups. The highest correlation is called the first canonical correlation, the coefficients of that linear combination are the canonical coefficients and the variable defined by that linear combination is the first canonical variable. The second canonical correlation is obtained by finding the linear combination uncorrelated with the first canonical variable that has the highest possible multiple correlation with the groups. The process of extracting canonical variables is iterative and stops when the number of canonical variables reaches the number of original variables or the number of classes minus one, whichever is smaller. In the case of binary class variable only the first canonical variable would be of practical usage and in the case of defining several classes, according to the company's product scheme for example, k-1 canonical variables make sense, where k denotes the number of product categories. Generally, CDA helps not only in better understanding of the groups separability, but also in better recognition of input variables that mostly contribute in predicting the probabilities of buying the single product, which can be afterwards compared with the selection of the most powerful variables suggested by the logistic regression iterations. The preliminary analysis is not the substitution for the modelling, but is its complementary part in knowledge discovery process. Variable selection, also known as feature selection, can be done during the preliminary analysis or during the modelling phase, depending on the problem definition. Variable selection is a technique of selecting a subset of relevant features for building robust learning models, with many potential benefits such as: facilitating data visualization and data understanding, reducing storage requirements, reducing training time, avoiding the effects of the curse of dimensionality and improving prediction performance (Guyon & Elisseeff, 2003) . Feature selection algorithms typically fall into two categories: feature ranking and subset selection. The first category algorithms rank the features by a metric and eliminate all features that do not achieve an adequate score. Algorithms for subset selection search the set of possible features for the optimal subset, according to the target problem. Both approaches can have their shortfalls. Selecting the most relevant variables is usually suboptimal for building a good predictor, particularly if the variables are redundant. At the other side, a subset selection may exclude many redundant, but still relevant variables and, since the approach searches for the optimal subset, the memory and processing time requirements may become unacceptable. The importance of the proper feature selection is especially visible in the problems where hundreds and even thousands of raw input variables are available as potential predictors. In the real business environment providing faster and more cost-effective predictors often becomes the objective itself and can determine the success of the modelling phase. Therefore, having a strategy for coming to the set of good predictors is highly recommended. In this study the most popular form of feature selection in statistics, called stepwise regression is used. Stepwise regression is a natural choice for the problems solved by the logistic regression. It is a greedy algorithm that adds the best feature and/or deletes the worst feature at each round, where the best and the worst are defined in terms of the variable contribution to the model significance. Therefore, the analyst chooses two p-values for the stepwise algorithm: p-value for the variable entrance into the model and p-value for the variable exclusion from the model. The process terminates when no significant improvement can be obtained by adding or by subtracting another variable. The subset of the variables already in the model at that moment is the best subset chosen by the stepwise procedure.
Dual approach model setup
The demand schedule represents the amount of some good that buyers are willing and able to purchase at various prices, assuming all other determinants of demand, such as income, tastes and preferences, the price of substitute goods, the price of complementary goods, the number of buyers etc., remain the same. It is graphically depicted as the two-dimensional www.intechopen.com Dual Approach to the Modelling Single Product Demand Curves in the Next Best Offer CRM Problem 113 downward sloping demand curve. The negative slope of the demand curve reflects the law of demand, which says that as price of the good decreases, consumers will buy more of the good, ceteris paribus (Samuelson & Nordhaus, 2000) . The theory recognizes hypothetical types of the goods that have upward-sloping demand curves, such as Giffen goods and Veblen goods, where this general price rule is violated. The demanded quantity of good X for individual customer i is the function f i :
where p x is the price of good X (it is not customer indexed, if the same price is applied to each buyer), p s is the price of substitute goods, p c is the price of complementary goods, I i , T i and P i are the income, tastes and preferences of the buyer i respectively. Such a pure mathematical model, in which the relationships between inputs and outputs are captured entirely in deterministic fashion, is important theoretical tool, but is rather impractical for describing observational, experimental, or survey data. For such purpose, we need to allow the model to draw on stochastic as well as deterministic elements, changing it from the deterministic into the stochastic model. Since the final goal in this study is to estimate the form of the single product demand curves, that stochastic model will contain estimated parameters and becomes so statistical model. For these reasons, the equation (13) is transformed into:
where wap s represents weighted average of the most important substitutes in the market, rather than the price of one substitute or each of the substitutes exactly, wap c represents weighted average of the most important complementary goods in the market, PN i stands for the recognized and predicted needs of the customer i and replaces his/her practically unknown tastes and preferences, and σ i represents stochastic effect on the demand of customer i. Note that the word "customer" replaced the word "buyer" as we move from theoretical framework to more practical demand function form.
If the equation (14) is accepted as the description of the purchased quantity of the product X by the customer i, then the following transformation introduces the first modelling event:
The modelled event becomes a dichotomous event, represented by the binary variable Purchase X(i) and logistic regression model becomes the appropriate modelling method. In this phase the input dataset still does not include the information about customers' channel preferences, contained in the fuzzy membership functions. When this information enters the model in the second phase, the modelled event changes into the combined event, introduced by another transformation: 
where PrefChannel is the variable having the value 1 if the customer was contacted through his preferred channel and the value 0 if not. The preferred channel is recognized as the fuzzy cluster for which the membership function reaches the maximum in the second submodel. The final model consists of two sub-models: the first sub-model is logistic regression model for assessment of the single product demand curves and the second sub-model is fuzzy clustering model of the customers' behaviour on the channels. The next sections present the results obtained through the data analysis process, parameters' estimation and validation of the fuzzy membership functions contribution to the model. The results were obtained following the methodology described throughout the chapter, from the data cleaning phase to the logistic regression and fuzzy clustering part. The small portion of the real purchase data was collected in the inquiry and the rest of the data were simulated based on the collected sample, under the controlled conditions.
Data analysis review
Before modelling, the input data quality, missing values existence and outliers' presence were checked. Variable CSI, which stands for Customer Satisfaction Index, had missing values on 37% of the customers. Therefore, the substitution with two different measures of central tendency, mean and median, were tried and both of them significantly changed the measures of the central tendency and the variable distribution after the imputation. The significantly high correlation between the variable TENURE_MNTH, which denotes the length of the relationship of the customer with the company, and CSI was discovered during the input variables analysis, showing that these missing CSI values were predominantly distributed among the customers with the shortest relationship with the company. That is a situation of the data not missing completely at random, therefore the better solution was to substitute missing values with the smallest value from the CSI variable domain, which was treated as the default value in research of customer satisfaction and correlated with the shorter tenure. That method affected much less the non-missing values distribution and was preserved as the best solution. The most serious outliers were detected for each input variable and each time period separately, using the standard deviation method. The intersection of these separate outliers' sets was found. The number of the occurrences of the CUSTOMER_ID as an outlier, the maximum multiple of the standard deviation obtained by CUSTOMER_ID and presence of the customer in the set of the most serious outliers for each time period was considered for the decision about their removal from the modelling dataset. The outliers occurred mostly on the variables describing their expenditure on luxury goods and seven customers showed up with maximum deviance in both time periods.
The outliers from the second time period are shown in the Table 1 . The circled customers were found in the both outlier sets and were excluded from the modelling of single demand curves, as well as from the fuzzy clustering.
The complete correlation matrix of Pearson product-moment correlations was calculated for both time periods separately and for all the data together. The comparison of the correlation matrices showed time-consistent correlations between variables. The extraction from the correlation matrix for the first time period is given in the Table 2 . The corresponding p-values of the correlations were used to test the null hypothesis that the correlation is 0, assuming independent and identically distributed observations from a bivariate distribution with at least one variable normally distributed. Table 2 shows that the correlation between Customer Satisfaction Index and Tenure in Months is positive and significant, which leads to conclusion that the customers with longer relationship with the company show higher satisfaction and are more likely to participate in the satisfaction inquiries, since the missing values of CSI were predominantly distributed among the customers with the shortest tenure. Correlations help not only in recognizing relationships among the variables, but also help in removing redundant variables from the later logistic model. For instance, discovered high and significant correlation between Customer Satisfaction Index and Tenure in Months means that we have to delete one of them from the final logistic regression model. Wald chi-square together with business experience helps in identifying which one to delete. Since these two variables are highly correlated, their correlations with other variables and with target variable bring similar information value to the model. However, it is more sensible to leave Tenure in Months and delete CSI, due to the fact that Tenure can be calculated for each customer and has no missing values, while CSI value depends on the customer's willingness to participate in the satisfaction measurements and is often missing. 
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Fig. 2. Scatter plot matrix as an auxiliary tool in preliminary analysis
The correlation matrix is usually accompanied by the scatter plots matrix, which presents the relationship between each pair of the input variables graphically and is helpful tool in initial exploration of the input data. Figure 2 gives the scatter plots matrix of five variables of our interest for predicting the probabilities of product O4 purchase.
Single product demand curves
There were two products chosen for the demand modelling: product denoted as B1, belonging to the BASIC product category and product denoted as O4, belonging to the OPTIONAL product category according to the product scheme of the company. In order to prepare the data for the binary logistic regression, the target variables B1_FLG and O4_FLG were calculated using the transformation (15). In the first stage of the modelling only restricted number of variables were used and no data about the communication history or channels' usage were available. The stepwise regression method was used, with p-value for the variable entrance in the model set at the level of 0,3 and p-value for the variable to stay Therefore, we run another logistic regression omitting Customer Satisfaction Index from the input dataset, which lowered Area Under the Curve (AUC) from 83,29% to 79,16% on the modelling data. Percent concordant dropped to 79,2%, percent discordant increased to 20,8%, percent tied remained 0,00% and Somers' D decreased to the value of 0,583, all showing lower fit on the modelling data. Figure 4 shows ROC curve for the logistic regression without channels data and Customer Satisfaction Index and Another trial to increase the model fit was to introduce the variables from the customers' communication history with the company, in their original form. When these variables entered the modelling database, they significantly influenced the stepwise process and lead to almost perfect predictions, with unreliable AUC of 0,9822. This happened mostly because the modelling sample was too small, the channels usage variables were mostly binary variables and some of them were highly correlated with already existing input variables describing customers' purchase history. Binary variables (flags) often bring a strong impact on the modelled event, but also lead to model over-fitting and questionable model validity. Three of five variables that remained in the model in the last iteration were number of internet contacts, number of total purchases and flag for phone contacts, which are correlated among each other rather significantly and therefore should not be in the model at the same time. In practice, although available, such discrete variables have to be avoided or substituted whenever possible, since the resulting model does not generalize well and can not be used for obtaining reasonable predictions. At the other side, the significant correlation between channel variables and purchase variables is desired for the final purpose of offering the right product through the right channel. The open question here is: "How to include valuable channels' usage information into the model, without corrupting its validity?" In the next step, the channel variables were used for the fuzzy clustering of the customers and the channels' usage information re-enter the logistic regression model in the form of the fuzzy membership functions.
Fuzzy clusters of the customers
In order to improve predictions for the purchase probabilities and to obtain model that generalizes well at the same time, we developed fuzzy clustering sub-models, one for each of chosen products B1 and O4. In development process, fuzzy c-means algorithm was applied only on the data about channels usage and communication history, testing different combinations of input parameters p, m and number of iterations. The final choice of FCM for product B1 was the combination of p = 3, m = 1,30 and number of iterations = 100 and the release is named FCM-p3. For product O4 the combination of p = 2, m = 1,25 and number of iterations = 20 was chosen and named FCM-p2. Informally, a combination of clustering parameters performs better than some other combination if the resulting clusters less overlap, if they are of similar size and obtain good separability of the clustered observations. If the resulting clusters are of very different size, and especially if one of them contains only a few observations, the number of clusters should be set to lower value (lower parameter p) and small clusters should be checked for outliers. All these steps were done in order to get the final releases FCM-p2 and FCM-p3. The standard performance metrics was calculated from confusion matrix of each release, according to the same criteria (variables). The following tables show why these releases were chosen and how their results enter the logistic models, leading to the final next best offer model. Table 4 gives the confusion matrices of the release FCM-p2 on the sample data, according to variables INTERNET_FLG and PHONE_FLG.
The fuzzy algorithm divided customers into two fuzzy clusters, as it was determined with parameter p = 2. In cluster profiling, which means discovering what makes the customers in one cluster similar to each other, on two variables performance metrics was good: INTERNET_FLG and PHONE_FLG. The algorithm correctly put the majority of internet users (73,9%) into the FUZCLUS_1 and the majority of non-users (89,4%) into the cluster FUZCLUS_2, according to calculated fuzzy membership functions µ FUZCLUS_1 and µ FUZCLUS_2 . The percent concordant is 85,1%, percent discordant 14,9%, percent tied 0,00% and Somers' D is 0,701. The Table 9 gives the final variable list and parameter estimates. According to pvalues the most significant variables are now Expenditure on Product L4, Tenure in Months, Expenditure on Product O5, µFUZCLUS_2 fuzzy membership function and Total Purchased Quantity of Luxury Products, while Expenditure on Products O2 and O3 can be omitted. It is interesting that expenditure variables entered the model and not the purchased quantities of these products, although the both types of variables were in the modelling dataset. Since the expenditure on product in one time period equals purchased quantity multiplied by the product price at the moment of each purchase, this could potentially signalize that the prices of these products are in fact the factors that influence the probabilities of purchase of product B1, and not the general attributes of other products. 
Dual approach solution to the next best offer problem
The steps described in sections 4.2 and 4.3 are ideally repeated for all k products of interest, resulting in k hybrid models. Each model gives not only the predicted purchase probabilities, but also the information through which channel the customers should be contacted in order to increase those purchase probabilities. The final solution which product to offer to individual customer and through which channel to contact her/him is obtained by descending sort of all single hybrid models' outcomes for each customer, where the first remaining (or highest remaining) outcome wins, after eventual hard filters and business rules were applied to the sorted queue. In our study only two products were compared and resulting offers consisted of product O4 offered via internet and product B1 offered by phone calls, depending on combination that resulted in higher probability of purchase for concrete customer. The future changes in customers' product preferences and purchase behaviour will affect the model through the logistic regression sub-model, while the changes in communication preferences and channels' usage will affect the fuzzy membership functions in fuzzy clustering sub- 
Conclusions and further work
The next best offer problem is well known problem in CRM community and there exist theoretical and practical solutions to this problem. Still, the literature describing in detail the methodology or new applicable scientific insights to the problem is scarce. The problem solutions are mostly spread as built-in solutions within software tools for statistical modelling and campaign management. The majority of them applies either the logistic regression or GLM to modelling the product demand curves and uses the sort algorithm as default method for choice of the product to be offered. Since the real business data does not behave nicely as artificial or simulated data, the improvement of the final solution is limited by the possibility of improvement of the underlying logistic regression model. The decision engine is too simplistic for growing business complexity, where the next best problem has already evolved into the next best action problem. The next best action is wider problem in the sense that it consist of several decisions: which product or service to offer to the customer, when ideally to offer, through which channel(s) to make the offer, at which price level and with which individualized message for each single customer. The growth of available software tools and IT applications for solving CRM problems is an advantage of modern world only if used in proper manner. Therefore, it becomes necessary to raise the level of deep understanding of such built-in solutions, to avoid misuse and to manage the expectations that companies have from the software itself. The level of specific statistical and business knowledge, required for modelling such complex problems, has to be recognized and constantly upgraded, if striving for better CRM solutions. The dual approach solution to the next best offer proposed in this chapter had and achieved the following goals: it explained in concise way the overall process of solving a general CRM problem, presented concrete statistical method (logistic regression) and knowledge discovery method (fuzzy clustering) with application to the next best offer problem, confirmed the hypothesis that fuzzy clustering on channels' data could result in fuzzy membership functions that are significant input variables for logistic regression and lead to better model performance. Finally, it gave an example of successful combining different methodologies into one hybrid solution. The further work on the topic might include extension of the solution to the cost-benefit analysis related to the elements of performance metrics of fuzzy clustering, applying different alpha-cuts on the membership functions in order to recognize the customers during their transition from one preferred channel to another preferred channel and testing the possibility of influencing such a transition by the company's actions. The greatest challenge in such CRM research remains the availability of real industry data. The pure researches rarely have access to real and fresh business data and analysts within the companies rarely have the possibility to devote their time to research, in order to shift the modelling horizon at the higher level. This chapter might give an idea how to sustainably introduce new methods into the already existing modelling framework, instead of forcing better results with exhausted possibilities or by buying new software. The CRM relies on knowledge discovery and knowledge discovery requires time to get know the data, to feel the data, to understand industry context and to acquire needed business wisdom.
